DISCLAIMER
Any person using these buildings, the tennis courts and the grounds do so at their own risk and shall not
have a claim for injuries, damages, losses, expenses or any other proceedings against either the Knysna
Municipality or the Sedgefield Tennis Club, whether it may be attributed to negligence or any other
cause on the part of the Municipality or Tennis Club. Use these facilities with the utmost caution and
due regard for injury to yourself or anyone else.
WARNING:
1. Neither the Municipality, Tennis Club, nor any player may be held responsible for an injury to a
player or anyone else, which may occur in the normal course of a game of tennis. One must
accept that there is a risk in taking part in any sport, and, if one wishes to take part in sport, one
is to accept all risks which go with the sport.
2. The courts are slippery when wet. Do not play on wet or damp courts.
3. Sand is blown onto the courts at times. Sand on the court can cause one to slip and injure
oneself. Anyone playing on the courts when there is sand on the court, does so at their own risk.
4. Beware of loose and protruding wires and other objects on the fences, tennis nets and posts.
5. Beware of strand ends and broken strands on the tennis net cables.
6. Do not put excessive strain on the tennis net cables and beware of the threaded tensioning rods
protruding beyond the posts. Players adjust the tension on the net and cables at their own risk.
7. Beware of “dubbeltjies” on and around the courts, thorns, spiders and snakes in the grounds
around the courts and buildings.
8. Walk cautiously (do not run) on the grounds outside the courts. Beware of mole heaps and mole
holes. One can injure oneself by tripping over a mole heap or stepping into a mole hole.
9. Valuables are vulnerable whilst on court, so take the necessary precautions with your property.
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